


江苏凤凰少年儿童出版社有限公司（江苏少年儿童出版社）是以少年儿童为读

者对象的专业出版社，主要出版文学、动漫、低幼、知识、教育等少儿读物，《美

术》《音乐》等国标教材以及《东方宝宝》《东方娃娃》《儿童故事画报》《少年

文艺》《凤凰动漫》《我爱学》《幼儿100》等少儿期刊。各类少儿读物赢得多项

国家大奖，在业内和读者中享有良好声誉，被新闻出版总署评为“全国百佳图书出

版单位”。

江苏凤凰少年儿童出版社有限公司的图书创意独特，装帧精美，吸引了世

界各地的出版商，先后有近千种图书版权输出到欧美国家和亚洲诸国及地区，

被新闻出版总署评为“全国图书版权输出先进出版单位”。

	

Phoenix Juvenile and Children’s Publishing Ltd. (Jiangsu Juvenile and Children’s 
Publishing House) is a professional publisher for children and juveniles. Its publications 
mainly include children’s literature, cartoon books, beginning reader books, science books, 
kids’ education, textbooks for fine arts and music. It also publishes many periodicals for 
children, including Oriental Baby , Oriental Kid , Children’s Pictorial Story , Juvenile 
Literature, Phoenixtoons, I Love Learning, 100 Kids etc. The publisher has won many 
national prizes and enjoys a good reputation among readers. It has been entitled one 
of the top 100 National Publishing Houses by the General Administration of Press and 
Publication. 

Its excellent editing and binding quality has attracted publishers from all over the 
world. With rights about thousand titles sold to European and American countries and 
Southeast Asia, it has won the title “National Advanced Unit for Copyright Sales”.

Company Introduction
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Literature Books

Cao Wenxuan was born in January 1954 in the rural area of Yancheng, 
where he lived until he was 20. He went to study at Peking University and is 
now a professor and Ph.D. supervisor of Chinese literature there. He is a member 
of the China Writers Association, and the deputy president of Beijing Writers 
Association. His main works include Grass House, Bronze and Sunflower, Honor 
of Life, Red Tile and Black Tile, Genniao, and The Boy Ximi. His academic works 
include A Study of China’s Literature Trends in the 1980s, The Second World – A 
Philosophical Interpretation of Literature and Art, Research on Chinese Literature 
Tendencies in the 1990s, and A Novel Door. Many of his novels and short stories 
have been translated into English, French, Japanese, Korean, and other languages. 
His books won more than 40 national and international awards. He was the Hans 
Christian Andersen Award Winner in 2016.

Cao Wenxuan

Bronze and Sunflower

A story about the true friendship between a boy from the countryside called Bronze and a city 
girl called Sunflower. Through a special coincidence they become friends as close as brother and 
sister. Despite living in extreme poverty, Bronze silently and meticulously takes care of Sunflower 
that he almost sacrifices everything he has, and his benevolent parents and grandma also do 
their utmost to raise her. This special family weathers through numerous life hardships such as 
floods and plagues of locusts, cheerfully facing adversity together. The unique and unforgettable 
characters, the succinct style and fluent narration, the beautiful and elegant language, the lingering 
charm of its artistic conception, and the expression of deep and sincere emotion all make this 
book heartwarming and enchanting.

This book has sold 6,380,000 copies since the first edition was published in 2005.

Copyrights sold: Korea, UK, America, Germany, France, Italy, Vietnam, Slovenia, Egypt, India, Greece, Hungary etc. 
Awards:
★The 7th National Children’s Literature Award of the Chinese Writers Association
★The 10th “Five-One Project Award” of the Communist Publicity Department
★The 1st Chinese Government Award
★The English PEN Award
★Marsh Award for Children’s Literature in Translation
★New York Times Book Review Notable Books of the Year
★Publishers Weekly Best Books of the Year
★Wall Street Journal Best Books of the Year
★Freeman Book Award Winner

Hans Christian
Andersen Award Winner
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The Small Cherry Village

The Small Cherry Village is Cao Wenxuan’s 2020 feature-length 
novel about two rural children who struggle to find their lost grandmother. 
Elder brother Maitian and younger sister Maisui live with their 
grandmother in the Cherry Village after their parents go out to work. Due 
to old age and amnesia, their grandmother gets lost by accident. In order to 
find the most important family member in life, the little brother and sister 
decide to begin a long, hard, and tortuous journey with their best friends, 
a white goose and a goat. This is an “on the road” bildungsroman carrying 
a dream of reunion, a long journey supported by pure goodness of human 
nature, as well as a spiritual baptism brought by family and friendship. The 
two children have developed good personality in the Cherry Village, and 
hardships in the journey make them achieve transformation and growth. 
In this novel, we can see the light of human nature illuminate the difficult, 
strange journey to find the loved one. The children encounter all kinds 
of things along the way, and experience the test and nourishment of the 
vast and colorful real world. They never change their original intention, 
remain optimistic, and learn to be grateful and cherish what they have. The 
goat and the white goose, keeping them company along the way, become 
powerful animal images in the story with their striking and moving 
chivalry, which gives the novel more romantic characteristics.

ISBN 978-7-5584-1796-2

Red Tile and Black Tile

An excellent novel for adolescents written on the basis of the author’s 
adult novel The Red Tiles. Set in the background in a Chinese village in the 
1970s, the story is about a group of adolescents passing their middle school 
days in a house with a red tile roof, and then completing high school in 
another house with a black tile roof. Under the red tiles and black tiles of 
the beautiful countryside, they experience the hardships of life and grow up 
together. This novel can be regarded as the sequel to Grass House.

Awards:
★Second Prize of the 4th National Book Award 
★The Beijing City Literature and Art Award 
★“Top Ten Books” in 2001 selected by the Central Daily News in South Korea
Copyrights sold: Korea, Tunisia
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The Boy Ximi

Ximi is a shy young boy from the countryside. A female graduate from the city Suzhou was sent to live in Ximi’s village 
in the late 1960s. This beautiful young woman, with her pure and gentle character and her spirit power, led Ximi, formerly an 
obstinate and unruly country boy, into a new period of growth. With detailed description of subtle emotion, this is an elegant 
book about a boy’s growth of the soul. The peaceful village, the quiet wheat field, the spinning windmill, the little boats in the 
river, the pigeons of different colors, the snow-white fluffy ends of reeds, and the smoke curling upwards... Such year-round 
beautiful country scenery is the witness to the boy’s coming-of-age ceremony.

Awards:
★The 6th National Children’s Literature Award of the China Writers Association
Copyrights sold: Korea, Italy, Germany, Japan

Copyrights sold: Japan, Korea, Italy, Germany, Egypt, India etc.
Awards :
★The 9th Moral Purity Literature Grand Prize
★The 4th National Book Award
★The 4th Nationwide Outstanding Children’s Literature Award
★The 5th Soong Ching-ling Children’s Literature Award (First Prize)

Grass House

This classic novel depicts the unforgettable years of Sangsang’s primary 
school life, for he witnesses a succession of ordinary but emotional events, such 
as the pure love and friendship of the teenagers, the pathos of a misfortuned boy 
struggling for life, the indefatigable pursuit of dignity of a disabled boy, the noble 
personality of a dying old man, the delightful but complicated feelings between 
adults…All of these initiate Sangsang into the true meaning of life.

The novel, with its elegant style and beautiful language, deeply touches the 
hearts of young readers.
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Honor of Life

This is a thought-provoking novel for adolescents. 
Under the pressure of life, Mingzi has to follow his 
master to the city to make a living. Although they work 
and live in the city, they never integrate into city life. The 
novel describes the changes in the mind of the protagonist 
and his realization of the inconstancy of human 
relationships through his hard life. The novel is most 
appealing in its graceful language, detailed description 
and truthful reflection of numerous characters. 

Awards:
★The Best Children’s Book of China
★Soong Ching-ling Children’s Literature Award  
Copyrights sold: Korea

Gragonfly Eyes

The story, told from the perspective of Oceane’s grand-daughter A-mei, took 
place in the 1960s and 70s, and showed how families helped each other through 
dark times. Although the turmoil in China deprived people of their properties, 
dignity, and even their lives, the self-esteem and elegance inside people’s hearts 
never died.

Copyrights sold: UK, Germany, Vietnam, Spain, etc.

Genniao

A girl falls into the valley from the cliff where she collects flowers. She appears in the dream of a young boy named 
Genniao. Genniao flies into the sky in search of his dream. The author describes wonderful scenes, such as deserts, grasslands, 
mountains, valleys, villages, and small towns. The lad grows up between reality and fantasy, and uses his dreams to boost 
his motivation during adolescence. He savors the taste of happiness in the midst of pain, and experiences trances, confusion, 
hesitation, consciousness, and eagerness, taking his courage to carry on.

Awards: 
★The Excellent Work Prize of the 6th Soong Ching-ling Children’s Literature Award
Copyights sold: Korea, Japan
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Literature Books

The Wild Windmill

This is a collection of 14 short stories the author has written for children since the 
1980s. Some of the stories such as The Blue Flower, The Boy Achu, and The Eleventh 
Red Ribbon have won various prizes.

Copyrights sold: Korea.

Nightfall

This book is a marvelous collection of short stories. A girl neglected by her father 
forms an unbreakable bond with her nanny. A boy, while traveling around doing odd jobs 
with his father, preserves a pure heart and child-like innocence. These images form an 
emotional, fascinating, philosophical, and memorable literary world.

Dog-tooth Rain  

This book contains novelle and short stories presented most recently by the 
bestselling Chinese author Cao Wenxuan. It includes 23 works such as Dog-tooth Rain, 
Manatee, The Attractive Gun, and Triangle.

The enchanting plot, the elegant and natural style, as well as the rich and delicate 
description are full of sentiments and thoughts of life experience. 

This book is in accordance with the high quality of Cao’s purified and beautiful  
style.

Circus

This book is a collection of 15 children’s short stories of  various writing styles and 
subjects. It includes some of the well known short stories of Cao Wenxuan, as well as 
selections from other long stories. This book forms a rich and pure, elegant and vigorous 
composition of literature.

One-way Street

This book includes eleven stories in total, in which every story presents 
unforgettable child characters. Some of these children are isolated from the masses, yet 
they keep on proving the value of themselves. Some of these children have pure hearts 
and struggle to realize their dreams. They grow up with heavy burdens, but still struggle 
to become good people.
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This is the first book series which won Cao Wenxuan 
Children’s Literature Prize, including the excellent full-length 
novels The Flood, The Golden Cucurbit, The Elephant Class of the 
Little Boy, Jin Sisters in Southern Village, The Brother Bamboo 
Flute, a short novel collection The Best Sky, and a full-length 
novel won the Honorary Award The Rose River. This series 
is based on the realistic themes. The authors not only focus 
on the reality, the daily life and children. but also pay great 
attention to children’s growth in the real world, children’s 
subtle relationship with the natural world and the exploration 
of children’s inner heart. This series includes the reflection 
of the reality and history, and also has a vision of nature and 

imagination. Meanwhile, this series has a diverse writing style and a colorful way of thinking. This series has a higher 
creative level and creative pattern, not only showing the vitality of Chinese children’s literature team, but also indicating 
a strong health panorama of Chinese children’s literature creation.

The Flood

This is a children’s novel on the realistic theme and describes the warmth of human in 
the flood disaster. In a place called Huang Fengkuo on the eastern Henan Plain on the South 
bank of the Yellow River, there lives Laner’s family. When Laner was 10 years old, the 
flood attacked and swept her village, but her grandfather led the villagers to fight with the 
flood. During the disaster, Laner witnessed scenes that she would never forget. Although the 
flood was cruel, the villagers did not give up fighting with the blood year after year because 
of their desire for survival and a peaceful life. Finally, under the guidance of her father, the 
whole village worked together to build high walls to prevent the flood. This novel shows the 
nobility and strength of human when faced with disaster and composes a thrilling song by 
using fresh art image and thrilling plot.

The Rose River

This novel describes the real life of modern countryside under the process of 
urbanization. The mighty and productive Rose River has brought up several generations of 
Suozi family, but under the impact of modern life, Suozi’s parents and young people in the 
village go to pursuit a new life in the big city. Meanwhile, the generation of his grandfather 
is willing to stay in the increasingly quiet village with the attachment of village life. While 
keeping a watchful eye on his hometown with his grandparents, Suozi also looks forward 
to the colorful life and the reunion with his parents. The embarrassing situation between the 
countryside and the city brings Suozi unexpected challenges.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0342-2
Price: 26.00 Yuan

Jin Sisters in Southern Village

This is a story of children’s growth, showing how the children finally walk out of the 
closed environment and set foot on broad road after they experience strong inner struggle. 
The heroines Jin Xiaoxi and Jin Xiaoliu live in a remote village in the mountains and they 
lead a simple, calm and boring life. The outside world doesn’t open to her until Xiaoxi comes 
across a city girl Tulan who escapes from kidnapping. She and other villagers help Tulan free 
from villains and gain freedom. The heroines also open their innocent and naive world and 
step forward to the wonderful future world. This novel has a strong power to make readers 
feel warm and touching.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0786-4
Price: 26.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5584-0197-8
Price: 28.00 Yuan

Cao Wenxuan Children’s Literature Prize
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The Elephant Class of the Little Boy

This is a children’s novel on the realistic theme and tells us a story about how the 
boy Kuang Tiancai and his kind teacher and his classmates get along with each other 
from strangers and misunderstanding to mutual acceptance. Kuang Tiancai is named 
“The Little” by his classmates because of his height. He names his new school the 
elephant school when he just transfers to the new school. The solitary kids in his new 
class become as strong and brave as an elephant after Kuang comes. The adults around 
Kuang also walk out of their inner dilemma under the influence of Kuang. Meanwhile, 
Kuang better understands difficulty and the meaning of life and gains growth. This 
novel is not only a description of the current life and the imagination of Chinese boys, 
but also the declaration of a small man by adopting the perspective of children’s 
psychological. It is a self-salvation book for city boys, and a healing book for a good 
student to save a cold life.

The Best Sky

This book is the work collection of the eight juvenile writers who have won Cao 
Wenxuan Children’s Literature Prize, including The Best Sky, Year, Reward, The 
Prince from Other Planet, Xiafan Bakery, Red Painted Wooden Box, Sailing, Three-
Colored Wrappers. These works are wonderful in content, vivid in writing and close to 
our life. They are innovative in material selection and writing, and they are full of pure 
youth and life.

The Golden Cucurbit

This book tells us a thrilling treasure-hunting story. Before he died, Yingzi’s 
father, a communicator for the underground party of the communist, told Yingzi to 
hand over a diary containing the secrets of the Empress Dowager’s golden cucurbit 
to the liaison officers of the liberation army. Yingzi and her friends Xiao Shanzi tried 
various ways to protect the diary while trying to find the liaison officer. After they 
experienced numerous thrilling conflicts and hiding, they finally accomplished the task. 
The language of the novel is precise and idiomatical and the plot is compact and full of 
tension. It also smartly combines historical and cultural elements with adventurous and 
mysterious stories. Meanwhile, it successfully depicts an image of children with strong 
will and perseverance, which makes it a rare children’s novel.

The Brother Bamboo Flute

The Brother Bamboo Flute is from Teenage Xitong Series.
Dingding almost has an accident when he secretly trains himself to master a 

somersault skill. Fortunately, an elder brother saves him. What appears much more 
interesting is this elder brother can change his body shape. Sometimes he is just 
an elder brother walking in the field with his cow and bamboo flute. Sometimes he 
is a swordsman who is separated from his parents for many years. Sometimes he 
becomes a handsome boy who sings folk music for Cuicui. This is a story about love 
and saving. The brother Bamboo Flute lost his mind and he can’t lead a normal life. 
To his comfort, neither his mother nor his neighbors look down upon him or laugh at 
him. Instead, they hold out their hands to help him and open up to hug him.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0406-1
Price: 28.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5584-0344-6
Price: 28.00 Yuan

ISBN 9978-7-5584-0342-9
Price: 25.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5346-6962-0
Price: 20.00 Yuan
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ISBN 978-7-5584-1851-8

ISBN 978-7-5584-1852-5

Youth Just Comes

Closed mountains can not stop the youth to pursue their dreams and the desire for 
independence in life.

Guizhou Wumeng mountain encounters unprecedented drought. The girl Han 
Qingtai with blind right eye and the boy Han Pujun who is adopted by his uncle 
inadvertently seek the water source and discover a secret diary. The diary records Shi 
Menkan football players’ inspirational story of Guizhou in 1920s and 1930s. Qingtai 
and Pujun are deeply moved by this story and make their own life choices with the 
help of their teachers and the society. Under the guidance of the school, the residents 
in Shi Menkan are also carrying out a vigorous water diversion project, full of hope to 
embrace a new life.

The novel interweaves history and reality, discusses how people get power from 
history and pursue personal independence and life dream under the new historical 
opportunity.

Shadow Play Team

This novel depicts the contemporary destiny of Chinese traditional art, full of 
poetic feelings.

This is a new realistic novel for children created by young writer Daxiu, which 
tells the story of many young actors in a shadow play Team in Shandong Province. 
The novel explores the charm of traditional shadow play art and shows the rough fate 
and “craftsman spirit” of the folk shadow play artists. At the same time, the novel also 
reflects the development and difficulties of the folk traditional art under the changes 
of The Times, as well as the adherence of the society and The Times to the intangible 
cultural heritage.

The novel shapes the vivid children images of Ma Qing, Mei Ye, Ah Dang. 
The plot twists and turns, showing the cultural characteristics and human style of the 
Western area of Shandong vividly. The novel has the national spirit, also expresses the 
change of times, and has the current society’s attitude towards the traditional culture, 
which is suitable for the current children to read.

Bai He

The novel tells us that a vulnerable children with kindness and perseverance moves 
to a new world of life

Country boy Bai He lost his sight in childhood, and lost his love in childhood. By 
a special chance, he took Mr. Tong, a blind busker, as his teacher, and learned to sing 
minor and play the violin in order to live independently by his skills in the future. The 
novel deeply depicts Bai He’s subtle and complex psychological world, meticulously 
depicts the living state of the busking blind, and outlines the world’s feelings and 
people’s hearts. The lines seem undisturbed, but in fact they are deeply touching. 
With the help of his walking stick, The tenacious Bai He moves toward teenager from 
childhood, faintly finding a beam of light that points to goodness and tolerance in dark 
life.

The Boy will Travel

The road of youth growth is winding, but full of bright and warm light of human 
nature

This book is Chu Chenjian’s new creation of realistic theme children’s novel. 
Young Jiang Genxi’s father Jiang Decai took the lead in the reform tide to gain 
business success. However, good time does not last long. Jiang Decai was cheated 
accidentally by his newly-made friends and ended up a heavy debt. Then he and his 
wife went to Shanghai to run poultry eggs. Staying alone at the hometown, Jiang Genxi 
unconsciously made friends with the old bamboo craftsman Jiang Jingkuan in the 
village. After experiencing the coldness and warmth, Genxi eventually grew up and 
became an independent teenager. Facing the future, his steps are light and firm...

With vivid and delicate language, the novel depicts the numerous people in rural 
China in the process of modernization, showing the changes of society and the warmth 
of human nature.

ISBN 978-7-5584-1853-2

ISBN 978-7-5584-1855-6
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The Old House in Yuren Valley

It is a healing coming-of-age story and a time-changing tune.
This is a picturesque children’s novel. Due to her parents’ work transfer, the girl 

named Jinxing returns to her hometown in the southern island. She uses the pure vision 
that only belongs to a child to explore the world, with simple and keen mind to taste 
life. Through her eyes, we can see grandpa with the spirit of the older generation of 
intellectuals, grandma who practices medicine and helps the world, Grandma Ahan 
who is still trying to keep elegant with a cardboard box pasted on, and Uncle Han who 
is waiting for his father to come home…The stories of these men compose a beautiful, 
deep sonata of The Times, sometimes subdued, sometimes bright, that echoes forever in 
the reader’s heart.

The Naughty Boy and His Strict Father

When a naughty boy meets his strict father, anything is possible.
Wang Xiaochuan, who lives with his aunt in the countryside, is a typical “bear 

child” who is hopelessly naughty wherever he goes. Her mother is so disappointed that 
she voluntarily relinquishes custody. When his father returns home, Xiaochuan ends 
his life as a “left-behind child in the countryside” and returns to the city. His father 
is clever and often whimsical. He doesn’t seem to worry about Xiaochuan’s studies 
at all. Instead, he leads his son to “play around” and fantasies about being a “web 
celebrity Wolf dad”. All this causes his mother’s serious dissatisfaction and anxiety, 
but Xiaochuan feels more than simple happiness. He says goodbye to the role of “bear 
child” and becomes happy and confident.

Hat Boy

From the perspective of ordinary and pure fourth grade boys’ Zongzhi, the 
novel presents a real and realistic scene of campus and family life closely related 
to each other. In various conflicts between students, teachers and students, 
parents and children, the novel reveals the secret and vast mind of Zongzhi, 
and shows the life state of an ordinary boy for readers. This realistic children’s 
literature, which discovers children’s heart and explores the true meaning of 
growth, reveals profound educational topics through Zongzhi, a boy who is not 
“excellent” but full of love, and enlightens us to treat every child around us with 
care, even if he is ordinary.

ISBN 978-7-5584-1854-9

Chasing the Flowers

Chasing the flowers is to spread wings, gather dreams and harvest hopes.
Guangzi’s parents inherit the grandpa’s beekeeping business, become a beekeeper 

and go around the country every year to catch the flower period. Grandpa’s sudden 
death brings a difficult problem, which is that they can’t leave Guangzi alone at home. 
Before coming up with a better way, mom and dad have to leave their hometown with 
Guangzi to chase the flower together. Along the way, they encounter some trouble, but 
also meet a lot of good people. In particular, Guangzi sees a wider world, makes more 
friends, and have a deeper understanding of the meaning of life and growth.

ISBN 978-7-5584-1859-4

ISBN 978-7-5584-1857-0

ISBN 978-7-5584-1860-0
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Not Easy to Find a Partner

Unique stories and strange imagination are the multi-part collection of Chinese 
children’s daily life, learning and education.

The protagonist of the novel, a 13-year-old urban boy “I” can be considered as a 
small outstanding student, with the outstanding final grades. Thus, “I” won’t study in 
the cram school during the summer vacation. Facing the long vacation, in addition to 
the normal study, how should I spend the rest of the time? Should I watch TV series and 
play online games every day? May be! So the parents decide to hire a college student 
as a companion to play with me. You probably think it’s easy to find someone to play 
with? Actually, it’s winding! Go into this novel and see what happened to me.

There Is Only One Cheng Xiaohe in the World

This collection includes There Is Only One Cheng Xiaohe in the World, Mother to 
Little Elephant, My Middle School Exam, Meet you, Every Time My Nose Is Dancing, 
Poplar, Crazy Dream, Athens Talks. These works depict the life and psychological state 
of contemporary teenagers from different angles, with exquisite writing, magnificent 
imagination and sincere emotion. From these stories, we can learn about the children’s 
happiness, sadness, thoughts as well as the reflection of the world in their eyes.

ISBN 978-7-5584-1856-3

Rustling Willow

Through the rich Suzhou amorous feelings and time, it shows the lightness and 
innocence of children’s world.

The 3rd daughter of Xiao family is innocent and romantic. Under the caring of 
her parents and elder sisters, Asan lives a tranquil and peaceful life. However, the 
good time doesn’t last long. Because of health reasons her father can no longer rely on 
planting vegetables for a living and has to go to the teahouse to put a cigarette stall. 
The income is dissatisfying, and the family is hard up. Asan’s mother is introduced 
to Shanghai as a servant. Asan misses her mother, and finally has the opportunity to 
follow an acquaintance to Shanghai. Completely different from the willow lanes in her 
hometown, Asan fulfilled her dream to accompany her mother. At the same time she 
tastes the cold and warm of human feelings.

ISBN 978-7-5584-1861-7

ISBN 978-7-5584-1858-7
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The NO 8 Pedoffie Street
By PÉTERFY GERGELY. (Hungary)

Selling Points:
The NO 8 Pedoffie Street is a novel created by Hungarian writer PÉTERFY GERGELY for the 

Beautiful Childhood Series of Growing Up,which is International Co-publishing Novel series launched 
by Phoenix Juvenile and Children’s Publishing Ltd. focusing on the lives of "left-behind children" in 
contemporary Hungary, the work depicts the difficult trade-off between parents going out to earn money 
and spending time with their children, who grow up alone in the face of competition, frustration and 
danger.The work is full of life atmosphere and the energy of the times. The parent-child relationship is 
simple and warm. The display of Hungarian culture and pastoral style highlights the characteristics of 
foreign culture, which is suitable for children to read at present.

Brief Introduction:
The story takes place in Hungary after 2010.
Anna lives in Budapest, Hungary, with her brother Simon. Anna's dream is to be a painter while 

Simon wants to be a racing driver.In order to earn more money, Anna's parents went to Germany to 
work, leaving the children with her aunt Clara.During this period, the children are in all kinds of trouble, 
feel lonely and helpless and are eager to be with their parents.

The summer vacation comes, the children spend a happy summer at their grandparents' home. 
During getting along with the elderly, they find the answers to their puzzles, gradually understand how to 
understand the world, explore the inner strength, and learn how to work hard to realize their dreams.

All the marketing reports about The NO 8 Pedoffie Street

Beautiful Childhood Stories of Growing Up 

The 14-year-old Travel
Written by Guido Sgardoli

Bologna, summer.
Andrea and Gabriele are two friends and schoolmates. They are 14 years old.
Andrea is a precise boy, sensible, and an only child. He is a good swimmer and he spends many hours in the pool. He loves 

swimming because it’s a methodical sport, without physical contact, clean, that allows him to think and partly to get away from what 
surrounds him. Gabri is his opposite: chaotic, impulsive, volcanic, and always dissatisfied. The two are like complementary angles: 
different but pointed in the same direction.

During a summer different from others, an unpredictable, dangerous, decisive summer, they find the answer to a question that has 
not yet been asked. Andrea will find that to live an adventure isn’t enough to feel grown up, and he will finally have the opportunity to 
reconsider his friendship with Gabri.

New Zealand Writer’s Works

August 2018 Chinese Children’s 
Book Award 
Publishing Date: June, 2018 
Price: 28.00 Yuan

COMING SOON

The NO 8 Pedoffie Street
ISBN 978-7-5584-0863-2
Page: 268 
Price: 30.00Yuan
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Huang Beijia

Huang Beijia, born in Jiangsu Province, graduated from Department of 
Chinese, Peking University in China, is a member of National Committee of China 
Writers Association, Vice President of Jiangsu Province Writers Association and 
Director of Literature Creation Studio.

Her works won National Excellent Children’s Literature Award, National Prize 
for Excellent Book of Children’s Literature, Bingxin Prize for Children’s Literature, 
Soong Chingling Children’s Literature Award, and tens of other awards at Ministry 
and Province level. Some films, TV plays and operas based on her works won the 
Golden Chest Grand Prix in Golden Chest International TV Festival, Marble Pillar 
Award for excellent Chinese films, Flying Goddess Award of Chinese TV series, 
National Award of The Five-One Project Publications for Spiritual Civilization 
Construction by the Publicity Department of the Central Committee of the CPC, etc.

Flight of the Bumblebee

It is a new children’s long novel created 
by Huang Beijia. The novel describes that 
Jinling University moves westward and 
reopens in Chengdu under the background 
of Anti-Japanese War. The thin girl Huang 
Chengzi with her father settles in Liuyuna 
Yard and they spend the hard time with 
other siblings and her adopted brother—
orphan Tianlu. The author smartly weaves 
the splendid background with the destiny 
of an intellectual family and makes a warm, 
tragedy and idealistic story. The sister in 
the novel goes to Yanan and Brother Tianlu 
is killed while Huang Chengzi survives the 
war and spends her rest of life mourning.

Copyrights sold: Vietnam, Malaysia.

Pacific, Atlantic

This book is the latest original children’s novel by Ms. Huang 
Beijia.

The Thorn Birds Children’s Chorus from Nanjing traveled to 
Dublin, Ireland for a world-class children's chorus competition. The 
night before they leave Dublin, a Chinese man over eighty-year-old 
comes to meet three members in the chorus and shows them a brass 
trumpet mouthpiece, which he intended to give to his friend seventy 
years ago. A story that spans decades thus begins.

Back in 1964, the National School of Music for Young Children 
is located in a mansion in the southeast of Danyang, Zhenjiang. 
Surrounded by the sound of music, an introverted boy with a 
complicated background, whose name is Doremi, takes a fancy to 
music. A second-hand brass trumpet, a small crumbling house, and the 
March in B-flat major, all bear witness to the deep, sincere friendship 
in troubled times.

The story unfolds in a dual narrative that is similar to the form 
of polyphony, freely switching between different times and spaces, 
from the past to the present. It illustrates some tearful coming-of-age 
memories of a music prodigy. Through the story of an old overseas 
Chinese searching for his friend thousands of miles away, the author 
masterly combines together the beauty of art, the love of family 
and country, the truth of history, and the fate of the characters, thus 
presenting a literary masterpiece with a light touch.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0971-4
Price: 26.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5584-0898-4
Price: 28.00 Yuan

Malay Version
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The Running Dai Erniu

The bright, beautiful pink muhly grass makes Red Grass Flatland a 
popular spot of rural tourism. Yet, ignoring this opportunity to make a fortune, 
Dai Chengcai, the father of Dai Erniu, immerses himself in the experiments 
of his “Grass Board”. The skinny Dai Erniu becomes the only supporter of his 
father’s dream. After a failed experiment of “grassboarding”, Dai Erniu finds 
an expensive phone. To return this phone to its owner, Dai Erniu starts running 
between the city and the country…

With a humorous touch, the novel depicts the impact of the vigorous new 
rural construction movement on the traditional values of country people. Dai 
Erniu’s encounters link together the warm, cozy, and slightly absurd daily 
lives in the country. When the outside world unfolds before their eyes, Dai 
Erniu and his friends keep the light of idealism in the heart, facing the future 
with hope.

ISBN 978-7-5584-1741-2

Swiss Edition

1st French Edition

I’ll Be a Good Child
ISBN 978-7-5346-0000-0

I’ll Be a Good Child

This is a novel that appeals to the kids as well as teachers and parents. It depicts the 
school and home life of a primary school pupil Jin Ling, and tells of how this quick-witted, 
kind-hearted and upright girl, who is soon to graduate with probably a middling record, 
strives with great efforts, and even with some “contentions” to be a “good girl” in order to 
satisfy her parents and teachers. It successfully creates some believable characters such as 
Jin Ling, her classmates, and many parents and teachers. With its well developed artistic 
plot and fluent language, which reflect the characteristics of the time and the rich flavor of 
life, the novel is not only vivid and touching, but also gives much food for thought.

Copyrights sold：France, Korea, Swissland, Vietnam, Japan 

2nd French Edition

I'm Flying          Korean Edition

Vietnamese Edition

Korean Edition
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French Edition Korean Edition

A Kiss to My Mum
ISBN 978-7-5346-3519-9

A Kiss to My Mum

It is a novel that delves into the growth of a child from a single-parent family. It is also 
about our life, our minds and love. All the characters in the novel are very much realistic, 
including the boy of slight autism and the mother of slight depression. The atmosphere of 
modern life in the novel is achieved through the depiction of other characters such as the 
hero’s classmate and good friend Zhang Xiaochen, his sister Ke’er, his uncle Baolin and his 
English teacher Li Qinsong, a man of dubious identity, thus adding to the enjoyment of the 
book.

Copyrights sold: France, Korea, Vietnam

ISBN 978-7-5346-7089-3
Price: 20.00 Yuan

Vietnamese Edition

Yubao’s World

It is a long novel which directly involves current reality. 
The author pays attention to the living condition and status of 
the kids who are from rural places, and talks about loneness, 
setback, fear, perplexing, disaster even death that they face in 
their childhood. After the first draft of this works was finished, 
it was once read by teachers, students and children’s parents in 
many primary schools. To some extent, it was a classic works 
created by famous author and some little readers.

Copyrights sold: Vietnam

Ai Wan’s Daffodil Ball
ISBN  978-7-5346-5167-0
Price: 19.00Yuan

Vietnamese Edition

Ai Wan’s Daffodil Ball

The story is set in China in early 1980s. This country was 
like a giant who was about to wake up. People were easy to 
get lost in that restless society. The story of the eight-year-old 
Ai Wan was taking place then. She grew up silently with her 
brothers and sisters in an ordinary family in a small town called 
Qingyang.

The growing story of Ai Wan was the same with that of 
many other girls during that period. Her ordinary life style was 
peaceful and low-keyed, just like the daffodil in the conch pot, 
which would be satisfied even with little water while sending out 
gentle fragrance. Her philosophy of life was learnt from her own 
life experience in this family, instead of being taught by others. 
Hard and restrained as her childhood was, we could still imagine 
that once she grew up, she would have wings to fly in this wide 
world, and all her experiences would become her fortune to help 
her create a bright future and amaze the world.

Rights sold to Korea.
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The Shadow Man
ISBN 978-7-5346-5433-6 
Price: 20.00 Yuan 

Talking with the Tree
ISBN 978-7-5346-5434-3 
Price: 20.00 Yuan 

Trilogy of Trace the Little Green Man
Complex Chinese Characters Edition

Korean Edition Korean Edition

Jin Bo

Jin Bo, is a writer and poet of children's literature.He has created a large 
number of children’s literature works of various genres, such as Tingting’s trees, the 
adventures of Wu Duduo, Tracking Small Green Man, and Talking with Trees. He 
has won many national book awards and been selected into national key publishing 
projects and recommended books. Many of his works have been selected in the 
textbook. In 1992, he was nominated for the Hans Christian Andersen International 
Award. In 2012, he was awarded the first “Special Contribution Award for teacher 
writers’ lifetime achievements” by the Chinese Education Society, and in 2014, he 
won “ Chen Bocui International Children’s Literature Award”.

Adventure of  Wu Diudiu

The book which is presented by Jin Bo’s graceful and lyrical style praises truth, kindness, 
beauty and the value of children’s innocence. Many teachers and students like it very much 
because of its graceful expression and standard  language. It has already become a common 
material of primary school extracurricular reading.

★Prize of  National Excellent Children’s  Literature
★Top 100 Excellent books recommended by General Administration of  Press and 

Publication

Adventure of  Wu Diudiu
ISBN 978-7-5346-5438-1 
Price: 18.00 Yuan
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Tingting’s Tree

The little girl Tingting raises eight baby silkworms and she asks grandpa Bei for 
help because of mulberry shortage. Grandpa Bei, along with a boy called Zuozuo in 
the neighborhood, finally finds the mulberry trees in the bush along the river.  When 
they take Tingting to pick up the mulberry leaves, they find that the area has been 
razed to the ground. Luckily, they pick up a mulberry sprout, which is buried under 
the dirt, home and plant it in their neighborhood. However, the arrival of the mulberry 
sprout breaks the peace of the neighborhood. The story, which performs skillfully 
with words and expresses different feelings with the guide of sonnet poem, is mainly 
talking about love and harmony between man and nature. 

It is a book related to man and nature, which tells children to care for life. It tells 
children that the mutual care of life is the most important feeling. The book reflects 
children’s life status and gives them a real childhood.

★A new work listed into national “The Twelfth Five-year” key publishing 
program

★Listed into Original Chinese Literature Elite Project.

Written by Jin Bo
ISBN 978-7-5346-9382-3
Page: 204
Price: 20.00 Yuan

The Diary of Nature Essay Series

It is created by Jinbo, a poet and writer of children’s 
literature, and other eight famous writers. The series aims 
to evoke the memory of the childhood and lead you into the 
beautiful nature. In the book, the writers will completely 
give you the beautiful flowers and bird’s singing, sadness 
and joy, pleasure and inspiration. These writers will 
accompany you to have a date with the nature through these 
beautiful and vivid Chinese characters.

It includes eight volumes, and they are The Impression 
of Insect, The Story of a Basket of Cats, A Friend under the 
Bed, Pictures of the Four Seasons, A Bird in the Orchard, 
The Hoopoe Living with Us, The Snow Fox in Changbai 
Mountains, The Tiny Spring. The authors present the nature 
of their age and childhood to us by using flexible and 
elegant writing style. Under their pen, the fresh smell of the 
nature brings people new eagerness and makes a poetic and 
lovely world.
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The Night Before Chinese New Year

The long-awaited new novel from the acclaimed Chinese children’s author, Qi Zhi.
This is a heartfelt story of home and times gone by; a simple tale of a young boy and his friends.
It’s the winter holiday, and ten-year-old Trickle and his friends have to wait one more month before 

the Chinese New Year begins. There’s Liu Jinhui, who’s always jumping the gun; Wan Bing, who ties 
balloons onto a dog and makes him float; Sun Dingyuan, who hides a goat up in a tree; and Xiong Yifei, 
who gets some bad news… Each has their own hopes and dreams as the New Year approaches. And for 
Trickle, the day before New Year is when he finally gets to be reunited with his father, who spends all year 
working in the city. On that day, his father will come back to spend the holiday with his family…

Copyrights sold: UK, Germany, Australia, India

★Won 2014  “ Five-One Project ” Award
★List of  top 10 Chinese good children’s book
★Monthly  book on the Bookdao.com

Written by Qi Zhi
ISBN 978-7-5346-8359-6 
Price: 18.00 Yuan

Australia Edition 

Qi Zhi

Qi Zhi, member of China Writers Association and secretary of Jiangsu 
Writers Association, one of National Mid-aged Experts with Remarkable 
Contribution awarded by GAPP, Vice-president of Nanjing Writers Association, 
the sign-up writer of Nanjing Literature Association and member of training 
and sending towards New Curriculum Experts Group of Jiangsu Education 
Department.

Open Sesame
ISBN  978-7-5346-2679-1

The Light
ISBN  978-7-5584-0115-2

The Sheep in Heaven
ISBN  978-7-5584-0114-5

Mike Action
ISBN 978-7-5584-0230-2

UK Edition
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Liu Jianping, a member of China Writers Association, born on November 
18, 1953, in Kunshan, Jiangsu Province. In 1974, he began to publish works, and 
now has published more than ten books, including children’s literature collection 
of short stories, and novels. Among his works, the short story I Want My Carving 
Knife won the First National Excellent Children’s Literature Award, and the novel 
You Are Seven Years Old This Year won the Second National Excellent Children’s 
Literature Award and Soong Ching-ling Prize for Children’s Literature as well.

A Fisherman on the Comics
ISBN 978-7-5584-0209-8

You are Seven Years Old This Year
ISBN 978-7-5584-0208-1

Copyrights sold: Korea

I Want My Carving Knife
ISBN 978-7-5584-0210-4

The New World
ISBN 978-5584-0207-4

The First Time Out
ISBN 978-7-5584-0211-1

Eyes
ISBN 978-7-5584-0212-8

Liu Jianping

I Want My Carving Knife

This book collects nine short novels written by the famous 
writer—Liu Jianping. This book is based on the colorful and 
wonderful school and outside life, and each short novel has 
different writing style, moving or humorous and lively, vivid 
or thoughtful. The Author makes the novel equip with strong 
readability and vivid feeling of reality. Solitaiy Moments is 
adapted into a TV show with the same name by Jiangsu TV 
Station.
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Escape to Victory
ISBN  978-7-5584-0467-2

The Battle of Protecing Eggs
ISBN  978-7-5584-0469-6

The Adventure of Finding a Friend
ISBN  978-7-5584-0468-9

The Battle of Protecing Eggs

 The hen Lu Xiaohua has a poor memory and lays the eggs everywhere while the 
mouse Bi Shujia loves eating eggs very much and stares at Lu Xiaohua day and night. 
One day, Lu Xiaohua lays the eggs in the soybean field and the residents launch a battle 
of protecting the eggs. Has the eggs been protected? How is the end going? Come and 
open the book, and let’s find out the answer together.

Escape to Victory

There live a group of little joyous residents in the soybean field near the village. 
They are: Ant Wu yangyang, Hedgehog Zha zhajian and  Field Mouse Duo Duoyuan. 
The little boy named Douwa likes to play with these cute creatures very much in the 
soybean field. One day, there is a huge human shadow covering the soybean field in 
the sky. How can these residents in the field get through this crisis? Come and open the 
book, and let’s find out the answer together.

The Adventure of Finding a Friend

The grasshopper named Tiepi is sold to the town, so the residents in the field 
maximize their adventure spirit to save Tiepi back by rushing to the town together. The 
villain Bi Shujia in the last story appears again, but this time does he give the residents a 
hand or stand in their way? How does this adventure come to an end?  Come and open 
the book, and let’s find out the answer together.

Liu Haiqi, born in October, once has worked on the publishing of children’s 
books and he has honored The Excellent Figure Award of the First Government Award 
of Publishing, Top Hundred Publishing Workers. He is a member of China Writers 
Association and a member of National Children’s Book Committee. He specializes in 
creating fairy tales, some of which are The Adventure of Tailless Mouse, The Father 
Tree, Liu Haiqi Humor Fairy Tale Series, The Fantasy World of Ma Xixi. His works 
have been selected into the Top 50 Best Sellers and has won The National Excellent 
Chilren’s Works Award, National Excellent Publication Award. His works has also 
been chosen into the Top 100 excellent books recommended to teenagers by the State 
Administration of Radio, Film and Television of the PRC. Some of his works have been 
translated into Arabic and published. Liu Hɑiqi
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My First Diary  series is a children’s diary style novel written by Shan 
Yingqi and her daughter Wang Yimeng. The novel tells us children’s daily 
school life in the form of dairy. Many parents call it “life instruction of primary 
school” because it tells us children’s stories from a child’s perspective.

It is a real diary that is written by a Chinese child and her mother, 
witnessing Small Bean’s growing secret. My First Diary not only teaches 
children how to write a diary, but also let parents know more about children’s 
real school life and other parents’ anxiety.

★The first prize of Excellent Children’s Book in Eastern China  
★Top 10 good books of “ The Summer of Phoenix Press and Media 

Publication”

My First Diary
ISBN 978-7-5346-7273-6 
Price: 19.00 Yuan 

Shan Yingqi, deputy chief editor of Chunfeng Literature and Art 
Publishing House, edited hundreds of various children’s book such as Small 
Cloth Tiger Series, won various awards. At 30 years old, she began to write 
and publish literary works. Her works won the 9th National Excellent Award, 
third prize of National Excellent Children’s Books, fourth Excellent Children’s 
Literature Award of Liaoning province, the first prize in the First Session 
Underage Excellent Works and other award.

Shan Yingqi

Vietnamese Edition
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Wang Yimei, the member of China Writers Association and  the first 
level writer. Her works have won many prizes, such as: Prize of  the National 
Five-One Project, prize of the National Excellent Children’s Literature, National 
Book Award,  Bingxin Children’s Book Award, Chen Bocui Children’s Book 
Award, Zi Jinshan Literature Award of Jiangsu. Many of  her works are selected 
into primary school’s Chinese textbooks of  People’s Education Press edition and 
Hebei Education Press edition and many of her books are selected into Top 100 
books recommended by General Administration of National Press and Publication 
for teenagers. Many of her books are published in other countries like England and 
Switzerland.

Wang Yimei

Albizzia Street

This book is the first book of “childhood in homesickness” series. It is Wang Yimei’s 
latest growing novel.

Set the Jiangnan town where the author passed her childhood as the background, this 
book tells the touching growth story of the heroine Sha Xiaoyu. The book has created 
a group of lively characters, who are struggling in the quiet small street and loves their 
homes. Sha Xiaoyu was born in an octagonal building in albizzia street in this small town. 
Because of domestic contradiction, her mother, who is beautiful and capable, is taking her 
daughter to run away from home, and she is displaced from place to place between each 
city. The childhood of Sha Xiaoyu also has a period of lost time. The sincere affection 
between mother and daughter and the nostalgic love of hometown and family member 
finally call back this pair. The albizzia tree blossoms again, and the street is full of fragrant 
scent. Sha Xiaoyu’s growing journey is illuminated by love.

This story is warm and slightly sad. The writer uses the people and things in the street 
to describe the light homesickness and concerns of their hometown.

A Small Forest

As a documentary fiction, this book not only describes the most  innocent and 
charming primary school in Chinese countryside and builds an ideal teacher’s image, 
but also narrates one genearation of normal university students’ educating dreams. 
It will lead you into a rural school like the one in Totto-chan: The Little Girl at the 
Window.

Awarding record:
★Prize of the National Five-One Project
★Prize of the National Excellent Children’s Literature
★Top 100 excellent books recommended by General Administration of National 

Press and Publication for teenagers
A Small Forest
ISBN 978-7-5346-4386-6
Price: 15.00 Yuan

The Cat in the Rain-Drenched Street
ISBN 978-7-5346-4452-8
Price: 15.00 Yuan

The Treasure of Dinosaur
ISBN 978-7-5346-4451-1
Price: 15.00 Yuan

The Eyes of the City 
ISBN 978-7-5346-4450-4
Price: 15.00 Yuan

The Ants in the Book
ISBN 978-7-5346-4453-5
Price: 15.00 Yuan

Drifting Cabin Series
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Han Qingchen, graduated from the Chinese major of Najing University, 
is a first level writer. She has published more than 40 books, some of which are 
The Little Witness,	The Growing Bible of the Jasmine Angel,	Story between Us,	
Flying, Don’t Be Afraid,	Losing You Every Day. She has also won a lot of honors, 
such as National Excellent Children’s Literature Award, Chen Bochui International 
Children’s Literature Award, Wenjin Children’s Literature Award, New Era 
Chindren’s Literature Award, The First Prize of  Zhouzhuan Cup National Novel 
Championship, Children’s Literature Award of Jinling Literature, Jindun Literature 
Award. Her works have long been selected into “Chinese Children’s periodical” and 
listed as the Top100 Excellent Books recommended by the State Administration of 
Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of the PRC. Han Qingchen

Because of the Father 

Because of the Father is a young adult novel aiming to describe a contemporary heroic 
character in children’s perspective. The fourth grader named Jinguo is introverted and shy, but he 
doesn’t get along well with his father, a policeman. Jinguo’s father—Jin Qiuchang is always busy 
with his police work and he never feels tired. Thus, he is the public servant and protector to the 
citizens in Fengcheng. While Jinguo is having a hard time with his father, his father falls down 
forever when he is on a mission. After experiencing the painful death of his father, Jinguo’s heart 
is greatly touched. He changes his attitude from  ignorance and misunderstanding of his father to 
the awareness of his father’s greatness. With the care of his classmates, Jinguo walks out of his 
narrow world and leads himself to a broader life.

Copyrights sold: Tunisia
Because of the Father 
ISBN 978-7-5346-8167-7 
Price: 25.00 Yuan

The Sunflowers in the Rainy Season

Although growing up in the slums, Mingzhu who suffers from systemic polio since childhood 
fights with disease with perseverance. Under the circumstance of extreme atrophy of her body 
muscles, she finally types out an autobiographical novel only using one finger. Young Qiufen and 
her brother Qiushi, leading a hard life with each other’s help, take in their disabled mother. Plain 
stories and sincere narration make people moved and caught people into reflection.

Never Give up

This is a reportage collection, including five short stories, reflecting the growing crisis of the 
juveniles and all works root in the real life. Han Qingchen records dark, warm and desperate stories 
in the life of juveniles with great passion and social responsibility. With real cases, she warns parents 
to pay attention to children’s spiritual growth and avoid tragedies.

Fly, Even if the Wings Break the Heart

This is a reportage collection, including seven short stories, reflecting the growing crisis of the 
juveniles and it tells the greatly different living state of different kids. They all lead to a completely 
different life path in a young and beautiful age.

Through these unusual but real cases, the author appeals to the parents to pay more attention to the 
cultivation of children’s personality from an early age , so as to avoid children going astray.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0853-3
Price: 20.00 Yuan

The Distant White Boat

This is a reportage collection reflecting the growing crisis of the juveniles, including five short 
stories. With her vivid style, the author reproduces the life of those children who wander at the edge 
of society, or suffer from the life misery, or experience the pains of growth. The work pays attention 
to the reality and is full of compassion and criticism. It also calls on the society to pay attention to the 
psychological state and living state of juveniles and to prevent the occurrence of tragedies with love 
and care.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0811-3
Price: 20.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5584-0812-0
Price: 20.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5584-0810-6
Price: 20.00 Yuan
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The Herding Crane Girl

This book is a new and original children’s novel written by the famous 
writer-Cao Wenfang.

In the morning of early summer, a girl named Juancao accidentally got a 
baby crane born just a few days ago. She carefully takes care of the baby crane, 
domesticate and accompany it. Finally, She sets the baby crane fly when the last 
wild red-crowned crane migration comes. 

In order to effectively protect the red-crowned cranes, Zhalong wetland 
sets up a nature reserve. Juancao accompanies her dad to enter crane farm. 
Time flies, and Juancao sends a batch of red-crowned crane away and another. 
Actually, the red-crowned crane has become the most important concerns in her 
life.

After Zhalong wetland successfully establishes the population of red-
crowned cranes that do not need to migrate, Juancao goes to the university to 
continue to learn the knowledge of protecting red-crowned cranes. After her 
return, she receives an invitation from Yancheng wetland reserve in Jiangsu 
province. Juancao farewells to her old father and her beloved black crystal, and 
she once again embarks on a difficult journey......

This book takes Xu Xiujuan, the first martyr of environmental protection 
in new China, as the prototype, and tells the story of the hard, persistent and 
pure life of early animal protection workers. The book is like a beautiful and sad 
idyll, melodious and graceful.

Cao Wenfang, is a member of China Writers’ Association. She is the author 
of Cattail Grass, Four Seasons of Yaya, Clouds in the sky, Gardenia, Childhood on 
Shoulders, Our Father, story series of Magpie Class and picture books of Little Magpie 
Kindergarten. Her works have won “Bingxin Book Award”, and some of her works 
have been selected into Chinese “Top 100 Excellent Books recommended to the national 
youth by the State Administration of Press and Publication of the People’s Republic”, 
Top 100 good books for children in China, and Top 50 good books in 2017.

Cao Wenfang
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Zou Fanfan is a doctor of Sorbonne University in Paris, scholar, 
education expert on children’s aesthetics and general knowledge, art workshop 
instructor of the Paris Museum Union. The Secret Trilogy, a series of suspense 
novels set in Europe, was sincerely recommended by students from Harvard, 
Cambridge, Tsinghua, Massachusetts institute of technology, Paris polytechnic 
and other famous universities at home and abroad. The series Celebrity 
Biography for Children won the Binxing Award and the excellent science 
popularization work Award of Jiangsu Province. She is also the author of the 
Notes about the Strange Field adventure series, the youth novel Dormitory for 
435 Girls, the studying note Paris at 20. She also translated some overseas works 
such as Left-handedness Changes Histo, The Little Prince and Che Guevara - the 
Memory of Castro.

Zou Fanfan

Einstein and Wonderful Physics

Have you ever heard of two “miracle years” in the history of science? One was in 1666, 
a 23-year-old suspended student named Newton, constructed the building of classical physics 
with 1000 pages of hand-written notes; the other was Einstein, 26, a Swiss patent examiner, 
in 1905, using four and a half papers to pushed physics from “classical physics” to “modern 
physics”. The world-renowned scientist was once a man of rare talent. Applications for 
university teaching rejected, applications for secondary school physics teachers dismissed. The 
position of auditor was obtained through the back door, almost without a Nobel Prize Einstein’s 
success as man’s most thoughtful explorer. Is it his super brain or his great mind?

Bach and the Super Concert

The piano was reputed as the king of Musical Instruments. At the beginning of his life, a 
master was invited to try it out. After a dazzling performance, the master gave a “bad review”! 
The blind master, the hero of the book, is “the father of music in the west”, John Sebastian 
Bach. Although Bach loved organ, his contribution to keyboard instruments was enormous. 
His “law of averages” laid down the rules and patterns of keyboard instruments, including the 
piano. It is called “mount Everest in the history of western music”. Some people even said that 
there would be no Beethoven without Bach. Want to be a superstar? Start by reading this book!

Shakespeare and the Play Pioneer

When you sit in the quaint theater, weeping silently for Romeo and Juliet’s Death, for the 
the tragic experience of Desdemona, or when you sigh with a sign for Hamlet’s indecision, do 
you think of the creator of these famous characters? Shakespeare, known as one of the sources 
of western literature, as a literary master who has not been systematically educated, his life is 
full of mysteries that are difficult to solve. The genius who created the peak of Renaissance 
literature, what was his story exactly?

Holmes and the Detective Novels

Holmes, Watson, Poirot, Miss Marple… Great detectives with great sense of smell and 
keen eyes. Like a sword in the dark, against the evil of the world! What kind of maverick 
writers are their creators? Do they live like great detectives, full of suspense and mystery? Open 
the book and you’ll find the answer!

ISBN 978-7-5584-0100-8
Price: 18.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5584-0101-5
Price: 18.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5346-9222-2
Price: 18.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5346-9223-9
Price: 18.00 Yuan
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Xiaohe Dingding,  born in 1972, is a middle school teacher in 
Zhejiang. He has published several full-length novels and short-story collections. 
He has won several prizes including the Chen Bochui International Children’s 
Literature Awards and Bingxin Children’s Literature Awards.

The Brother Bamboo Flute

The Brother Bamboo Flute is from Teenage Xitong Series.
Dingding almost has a accident when he secretly trains himself to master a 

somersault skill. Fortunately, an elder brother saves him. What appears much more 
interesting is this elder brother can change his body shape. Sometimes he is just 
an elder brother walking in the field with his cow and bamboo flute. Sometimes 
he is a swordsman who is separated from his parents for many years. Sometimes 
he becomes a handsome boy who sings folk music for Cuicui. This is a story 
about love and saving. The brother Bamboo Flute lost his mind and he can’t lead a 
normal life. To his comfort, neither his mother nor his neighbors look down upon 
him or laugh at him. Instead, they hold out their hands to help him and open up to 
hug him.

A School for Happy Pigs
ISBN 978-7-5346-7695-6

The Earthworm Defeats the Dragon
ISBN 978-7-5346-7738-0

New Year Greetings from the Squirrel
ISBN 978-7-5346-8903-1

The Family Living by the West Lake
ISBN 978-7-5346-8902-4

Xiaohe Dingding 

The Girl with Green Hair
ISBN 978-7-5346-9097-6

The Little Rascal from Mount Magic
ISBN 978-7-5346-9046-4

ISBN 978-7-5584-1574-6

The Brother Bamboo Flute 
ISBN 978-7-5584-0531-0 

The Misty Mountain in West Town

There is a misty mountain in the West Town, and it is so mysterious that a man 
who enters it by accident may never find his way home. It is said that Dingding’s 
grandparents have run into the mountain and never been heard of since. Following 
his sister delightedly to collect fungus, Dingding walks into the misty mountain 
under a small squirrel’s guidance. More strangely, he is trapped again and becomes 
a “pet” of groups of squirrels after a narrow escape. 

Fortunately, in the misty mountain, there is a duplicate of the West Town and 
Grandpa Yao who is amiable and kind. With the old man’s company and help, 
Dingding knows being human has been the dream of squirrels for generations, and 
that it is a pleasure to be able to go to primary school, middle school and university. 
Dingding makes up his mind and starts a fierce competition with the squirrels to see 
who can first learn the ancient characters, understand the Books of Heaven and solve 
the mysteries surrounded by the mist.

The clever integration of traditional cultural elements such as ancient characters 
brings a deep cultural sense to the fantasy. Competing with little squirrels in literacy 
gives positive guidance and encouragement to children under academic pressure.
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The Fire in Winter

The Fire in Winter is an autobiographical novel based on the author Wang 
Yi herself. An ordinary rural village in Northern Jiangsu is up against twists and 
turns because of the arrival of a child with cerebral palsy, which is of course a sad 
story. Faced with bad fortune, Xiao Dong and her parents do not give in. From 
learning to take care of herself to seeking medical treatment and education, Xiao 
Dong becomes strong and independent and tries to live like an ordinary person, or 
even do better. Xiao Dong’s story is just a microcosm of the stories of millions of 
disabled people. They have encountered misfortune, but in the midst of hardship, 
they also have an extraordinary spirit of optimism and self-improvement.

The Sky in Baishan Town

This is a realistic children’s novel about the growth of a group of children 
in a remote village. Xiuzhen, Xiuhua, Alai, Junbao and Suisui are faced with 
different family problems and growth dilemma in their innocent and carefree 
years. Alai who lives with his father for ten years almost runs away from home 
when he and his father don’t make an agreement on the stepmother problem. 
Xiuzhen who keeps a bad relationship with her mother deepens her resentment 
when she knows her registered residence is put under her uncle’s. Junbao and 
his mother form a new family with his crippled uncle. In face of the rejection of 
his classmates, Junbao and his new father fights back in different ways. When 
their mother is not at home during the summer vacation, the siblings Xiuzhen 
and Xiuhuan have something unpleasant with their neighbor Aunt Mai, Suisui’s 
mother. As the siblings’ friend, Suisui is in a total dilemma.ISBN 978-7-5584-1353-7

ISBN 978-7-5584-1396-4

The author is Liu Shanxia, a Chinese teacher in Changsha, Hunan province, and a level 
two national psychological consultant.

Wang Yi, is a member of Chinese Writers Association (CWA), a member 
of Jiangsu Writers Association (CWA), a signed writer, a member of China Poetry 
Association (CWA), In 2018, she won the second Qinlang Cup National Literature Prize, 
the second Luo Binwang Youth Literature and Art Award, the third Chinese Young Poet 
Award, and the fourth Golden Stage Poetry Award. Wang has been honored as Jiangsu 
Good Youth, Nanjing Self-improvement Model, Nanjing Good Citizen, and Chinese 
Disabled Person of the Year 2019. She was praised as “the tree of life that never fails” by 
Zhang Haidi, President of the China Disabled Persons’Federation.
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The Flower Petals Drop

Setting Beijing of 1920s as the background, the novel describes a story among 
three girls from different classes, whose names are Ye Jingzhi, Waner and Lu Aiyi. 
The novel draws an outline of the panorama of history and customs of ancient 
Beijing. Ye Jingzhi grows up in the southern China and follows her father who works 
in the Ministry of Foreign Affair to Beijing, and they rent a house in Aunt Guan’s 
courtyard. Jingzhi’s mother is constantly ill and her two younger brothers are too 
naughty and stubborn, so her life doesn’t go well at all. However, Jingzhi gradually 
adapts herself to the Beijing life, and forms a deep relationship with poor Waner and 
Lu Aiyi whose parents are officers with high rank.

Changan Villa

On the evening when the violet flowers blossom, Lu Ziijia unconsciously enters 
the Time Wormhole and changes into her mother’s classmate in a primary school, 
and retains her memory and consciousness. Therefore, Lu Zijia and her mother spend 
a happy and funny time learning together and facing challenges together at the age of 
three decades ago. After having many fresh, funny and tough experiences, she finally 
understands her mother. The brave girl secretly spares no effort to change the history. 
When the violet flower petals return, her family will gain happiness.

Reading this novel will be a wonderful mental journey with the story’s style of 
combining fantasy and fact.

Smiling Town 

The history of mankind actually is the history of the spirit movement. This book 
tells us a story about a boy experiences his forefather’s spirit world when they are 
young.

When the violet flowers blossom and the Wormhole opens, a fifth-graders 
named Maixin incredibly returns to three decades ago and changes into his father 
at a very young age. During the wonderful journeys of experiencing his father’s 
growth, exposing to his grandfather’s inner secret and looking for the lost scenery, he 
gradually learns to positively face his happy or tough life and understandingly see this 
perfect or flaw world.

The World Is at Peace 

The World Is at Peace is the third book in Childhood in Beijing Series. 
Setting the peaceful liberation of Beijing in late 1948 and early 1949 and the 
smooth reception of the Imperial Palace as the background, the book tells the 
story of an intellectual family in Beijing which adheres to their faith, longs for 
peace, protects the cultural heritage of mankind represented by the Imperial 
Palace, and witnesses the founding of new China.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0544-0
Price: 22.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5584-0701-7
Price: 20.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5584-0702-4
Price: 22.00 Yuan

ISBN 978-7-5584-1130-4
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Boys Who Brave the Winds and Waves

Written by Zhao Ling, one of the authors listed in “China’s Good Books”, this contemporary children’s novel has 
gone through several drafts and four years’ efforts since 2017. By depicting a boy growing up in a naval family, this book 
demonstrates the motivated and persevering spirits of today’s teenagers, reflecting the selfless dedication, silent sacrifice, and 
patriotic devotion of Chinese soldiers.

The ten-year-old Qin Haixin (“Sea Heart”) has an instinctive fear of the sea, but is forced by his father in the navy to 
participate in rigorous sailing training, which is miserable to him. Yet, as he knows more about his father and the navy, and 
is encouraged by his classmates from other navy families, he gradually integrates into the new environment and comprehends 
the greatness and sacrifices of his father’s generations in the Chinese Navy. Across the vast blue sea, on the mighty waves, and 
through many intense sailing races, children of the navy families grow up into brave and strong individuals. They can take the 
lead in both competitions and life, with a deeper understanding of their parents’ loyalty, love, and devotion to the country, the 
people, and the sea. 

ISBN 978-7-5584-2095-5
Price: 28.00 Yuan

Zou Fanfan is a doctor of Sorbonne University in Paris, scholar, 
education expert on children’s aesthetics and general knowledge, art workshop 
instructor of the Paris Museum Union. The Secret Trilogy, a series of suspense 
novels set in Europe, was sincerely recommended by students from Harvard, 
Cambridge, Tsinghua, Massachusetts institute of technology, Paris polytechnic 
and other famous universities at home and abroad. The series Celebrity 
Biography for Children won the Binxing Award and the excellent science 
popularization work Award of Jiangsu Province. She is also the author of the 
Notes about the Strange Field adventure series, the youth novel Dormitory for 
435 Girls, the studying note Paris at 20. She also translated some overseas works 
such as Left-handedness Changes Histo, The Little Prince and Che Guevara - the 
Memory of Castro.

Zhao Ling
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